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Open Up to Power and Possibility with
Janome 2160DC and 3160QDC
If you love expressing your creativity with home décor,
fabric, and quilts, you need a machine that turns hard
work into fun. The 2160DC Décor Computer and 3160DC
Quilter’s Décor Computer will grant you high-quality
features and functionality at an affordable price. Make
creativity easy with one of these amazing machines.

Every stitch is guaranteed with the precision and power
of Janome’s famous stitch quality. Throw away any
worries about missed stitches or jamming—these sturdy
machines can handle everything from sheer curtains to
thick quilts. And don’t worry about bulk. These models
are easy to tote along to all your clubs and classes.

Superior Plus
Feed System ™
With Janome’s exclusive extra
reliable feed system, you can be
sure that your fabric will move
in perfect time with the bobbin
and needle. The system
consists of a flat feed
mechanism and a seven-piece
feed dog which means
everything will stay parallel
whether you’re sewing
backwards or forwards. SFS+
only available on the 3160QDC
model. SFS is used on 2160DC.
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One-Hand™ Needle Threader
Pull down on the lever to
activate the one-hand needle
threader to make the threading
process a whole lot easier.

Unique Needle Plate Gives You
Easy Measuring
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Powerful Sewing AND
Lightweight Carrying

Go Ahead – Get Creative ... It’s Easy!

The inclusion of an extra-wide needle uses
markings to help improve accuracy. With more
allowance options, patented angle scale lines,
and helpful cornering guides, your projects can
be perfect to the last detail.
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3160QDC Quilter’s Decor Computer™

The memorized auto
thread cutter, available
only on the 3160QDC, can
be programmed with
certain stitch options. It
also neatly threads and
pulls the needle thread to
back.

With an easy feed, this machine makes specific details and
layers of fabric practically effortless. The extra-long free
arm gets into hard-to-reach spaces, and with Janome’s
famous precision, you don’t have to worry about shifting or
puckering, even if you’re starting at your fabric’s edge.
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2160DC Decor Computer™

Time Saving
Features

Start/Stop Button
Let’s You Relax On
Those Long Seams
The start/stop button is placed so close to
the needle that you barely have to move your
hand, and it gives your pedal foot a bit of
rest. To start a seam, just press and hold the
button to slowly speed up to your desired
pace. When ready to end, press and hold to
decelerate. Release the button completely to
stop. This function is Janome exclusive!

Adjustable Foot Pressure
Adjust foot pressure with an
easy turn of a dial to one of six
available pressure levels. This
amazing feature really helps
fine tune for the weight of your
fabric.

Choose From 60 Stitches,
Including 6 One-Step® Buttonholes
With 60 stitches, you’ll find everything you need, even if you
work in advanced home décor or basic quilting. A large stitch
menu is placed on the front of the machine where you can
find all your stitch options, organized by categories like
essential stitches, decorative stitches, hemming stitches and
heirloom stitches. It also comes equipped with six automatic
buttonholes for precise placement and size with every stitch.

Lock Stitch

Anchors your first
and last stitch

Innovative LCD Screen
with Fast Navigation

Use the easy arrow key function to
select your stitch and setting options.
The LCD display screen makes it easy
to glance at your stitch number, length
and width, and foot recommendation.
This speeds up the time you spend
scrolling and lets you get right to
sewing!

Accessories
Compartment
Use the easy-to-reach
accessories compartment
to store all your extras!
Removing this
compartment will expose
your extra long free arm as
well.

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR EXPERT JANOME RETAILER
Janome Flyer a division of Toews Sewing
2518A Clearbrook Rd. Abbotsford, BC V2T 2Y2
1-800-661-1801 www.janomeflyer.com

